Boudreaux needs your help! Thibodaux asked him to find several objects and he isn’t sure what they are. Can you decode the riddle and name the object?

Example: Feeling sleepy? Get comfy on one of these like your ancestors did. **Answer: Mattress**

• My legs are wet and sometimes cold, but I can’t find any socks that fit. What am I?

• This ringing object went up and down the Atchafalaya River.

• Unscramble these words “tarmor nad telsep” to spell this timeless device used to grind foods like grain.

• Join the line and lend a hand. Unfortunately, this cone wouldn’t be filled by the ice cream man.

• I’m busting at the seams, all 150 pounds of me. Please come BALE me out!

• You might not dig floating in one of these, but Cajuns do it all the time.

• When two people work together using this, it really makes the time PASSE.

• Your granddaddy didn’t get in trouble when he packed the walls full of this, but you probably would.

• Take a look around, find your direction, and make sure you are standing LEVEL.

• It can be a hard day’s work, but FORGE ahead and hit this with all your might.

• It’s not practical to comb this stringy stuff off the cypress trees, so Cajuns used this machine instead.

• We may go round and round on this, but I really am over 800 years old!

• This symbol is important to PATTERSON, LA. It can be found on something regal that a king would carry.

• These can be made of concrete, metal, or stone, but in Cajun country we used the best wood a-ROUND.